
Session #1 Target 8400 - 4005
Wavy/energetics, mini loop/Bio.. curving rising upwards component ideograms. Preliminary S2
of red, blue, green, black, dim, dark, shiny , airy, open, outside, above, halo like , glowing,  light,
tapered edge, soft, radiance, centered, white, upwards, hovering feel,

AOL - Bright Red glowing light in dark background

AI - Cosmic feel

Wavy feels energetic, bright, glowing, above, distant, radiating outwards, centered,,
yellow/golden deeper in, halo like glow, luminescent,  has a curve to it... feels dark around this

AOL - Flame, Galaxy

Something reminds me of a bright light , curving out with a division either side like a slit...
radiating at edges

Has an odd shape , almond like, feels above me in perspective

AOL - Orb, Angel

AI - Shape gas an oddness to it , almond like , curved at top tapered at bottom... like wings side
by side

Radiant energetic light,

S4.5 - Get a feel of sentient about this but don't see it.. mystical vibe

Get dark, black, soace like feel, open with this object/thing radiating, energetics off it

Like lookin into , through this radiance .. has a center line division that reminds me of slit

AOL - Palma volcano, Fiery Shield

Get energetics but with something more, dimensional like aspect

Triggers Fiery Shield , dimensional element

AOL - Arc Angel Michael, The Watchers

Merge with radiant light -  strangeclike I took on a form of something radiant and energetic... it
triggers a human like figure but its not, metaphysical

Feels above, stationary,  hovering or not moving , orb glow, has a firm or shape.. wavy energy,



Fiery Ted and gold .. "Source" "presence" "light"

Pick up wavy again , energy, vastness, soace like feel, distant feel, I get "knowledge" "guidance"
Like a cosmic feeling, intelligent

SI - Feel in some expansive place with bright radiant colours  .. peaceful

"Realm"

AOL - Heaven

Get an angelic feel, timeless feel.. vast expanse that is tranquil... waves of energy in motion, like
apparitions  ghost like appearance..

non physical feel, forms of misty light in motion, shimmering light forms  overlapping, blending,

Remind me of light bodies... form/formless.. existence

transposition???

AOL - Angelic forms , Souls

AI - Peaceful feel, stillness,

EI - Beingness, Awareness

Like non physical energy here but in a different realm, dimensional , ghost like, transparent,
forms

Realm of existence comes to mind.





Break

Session #2 Target 8400 4005
Wavy / energetics, motion upwards ideograms. Preliminary S2 of red, black, filmy, soft, bright,
shiny, curving, opening, black background,  center, light, long, across, distant, above, bright
center, red, glowing,  radiant, luminescent,

AI - far away feel

AI - Like a hole or tear

AOL - Galaxy , orb

Wavy, bright , edgy, shiny, red, glow, dark surroundin it, motion across, tapered edge  light,
"crack"  ... red, pointy, long, opening across... energetics

AOL - Red streaking glow, lightening bolt

Feels long, moving across, jagged , edgy

Idea of opening or tear in something

Feel in a dark place,  maybe night time or after dark, hard to see,

Note: not sure if space or tangible so don't want to call it yet

AOL - La Palma Volcano

Wavy energy again with AOL - Seismograph



idea of something being measured like an energetic pattern

Reminds me of a seismograph or heart monitor pattern

AI - Feel something upwards, either above or lifting up like motion upwards.. energy moving
upwards somehow

Everything here is dark and dim

Describe energetic pattern - energetic motion across like a bolt, jagged pattern

Idea of something being recorded

AOL - seismograph, lie detector test pattern

Some information pattern, recording, fluctuating,  waves, pattern, volatile, pulsing, erratic,
unpredictable,

"seismic"

Recording, signal, pulse, activity, distant, monitor

Something with a signal pattern being recorded here

Feels energetic in nature, unpredictable, recorded  from a distance, subtle pattern

Feels glowing, streaking, bright, motion across feel, edgy, erratic, long

Information or informing on something

Signal wave has a communication pattern, trying to communicate something  get attention,
something about the nature of the energetics



Break


